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WIND ENERGY CONVERSION
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Before answering the question-paper candidates

should ensure that they have been supplied to correct

and complete question-paper. No complaint, in this

regard, will be entertained after the examination.

Note : Attempt Five questions in all, selecting at
least one question from each Unit. All
questions carry equal marks.

Unit I

1. (a) How we can Generate Electricity from
wind turbine and what are the main
advantage and limitation by using wind
energy conversion method ? 10
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(b) Explain briefly the history of wind power

technology. 5

2. What are the various factors that to be taken

into consideration in the favour of conversion

of wind into another form of energy and discuss

the environmental effects and economic viability

of wind energy conversion system. 15

Unit II

3. Explain the classification of wind energy

conversion systems with a neat sketch. 15

4. (a) Explain the various types of lift based

devices and drug devices used in the

classification of wind machines. 10

(b) Explain the various methods of Means of

which you can generate wind whose wind

potential is very poor. Explain the various

complexities in the design of WECS. 5

Unit III

5. Draw with a neat sketch wind mill for water

pumping and the applications of water pumping

wind turbine and explain the applications of such

system in agriculture field. 15

6. What are the various types of wind

characteristics and explain the sites and states

of India where such machines are installed and

why ? 15

Unit IV

7. Explain the performance of parameters of wind

machines with the various curves and utility of

vortex generator in the performance of wind

machines. 15

8. What are the objectives and power requirement

with wind ability in the WECS ? Write a short

note on wind system design synthesis. 15
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